
●Cooperation on the Production of Buddha
    Replica for Angkor Monument
In November, 2007, a new museum opened in the outskirt of 
the Angkor Vat Monument. It has an exhibition with Buddha 
statue replicas, which were produced by the Stereo Lithogra-
phy technology of Hitachi Group.
We have financially supported the project as one of the 11 
group companies related to the technology, and show the 
Company name on the tablet besides the exhibition.

●Baseball School for Healthy Growth of Youth
As one of the activities for employees’ welfare and benefit as 
well as a contribution to the community, Toyama Works have 
presented a baseball session, with the coaching of “Toyama 
Pro BC League＊ Baseball Team” and “Toyama Thunderbirds,” 
contributing to the health and education of the local youth, 
including the employees’ children. 

●Pupils Visited the Factory
Responding to the request of neighboring Yatsuo Elementary 
School, the Works received the visit of all the third grade 
pupils, as a part of the school’s outdoor program.
After the study tour of the production line of semiconductor 
manufacturing equipment, the pupils wrote their comment 
lines and signs on a fancy piece of cardboard. 

●Hosting “Hikiyama Festival” and “Owara Kaze  
    no Bon Festival”
To maintain harmony with the community and to reserve its 
tradition, the Works contribute donations to “Hikiyama Festi-
val” and “Owara Kaze no Bon Festival.”

●Rescue Drill of the Community
There has been a disaster-fighting drill as the collabora-
tion with the local community, and the Works’ brigade has 
attended the rescue simulation from a collective residen-
tial building and the subsequent life-saving trainings.

●Middle School Internship Program
In the city of Hamura, the Board of Education provides junior 
high school students with opportunities to learn from work-
place experience in order to “train every student to acquire a 
positive sense of responsibility.”
In cooperating with the policy in fiscal 2007, the Hamura 
Works invited a total of 4 students from two schools in the 
city.

●Community Reactivate Volunteer Activities
To help reactivate the community, employees of the Works 
cooperate and participate in the volunteer work for “Hamura 
Flower and Water Festival (March and April)”, “Full Bloom 
Campaign (May)”, “Summer Festival (July)” and “Smoking 
Manner-up Campaign, Industrial Festival (November).”

●Municipal Firefighting Training Session on Our Site
The Works have contributed their ground site to the training 
session for the neighboring companies’ firefighting brigades 
for a month, as the cooperation with the Fussa Fire Depart-
ment in preparing for the Operation Method Training Exami-
nation Meeting, in order for higher skills of those brigades in 
the community.
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In various areas, we actively participate in events and 
festivities as members of the community

Overseas Social Contribution

Toyama Works’ Social Contribution

＊BC League: Baseball Challenge League, an independent baseball league 
  organized by 6 baseball teams in the Joshin’etsu and Hokuriku regions.

Hamura Work’s Social Contribution
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Smoking Manner-up Campaign Full Bloom Campaign

Hamura Flower and Water Festival (1)

Hamura Flower and Water Festival (2)



●Supporting “Aozora Festival” of Aozora 
   Welfare Center
In July 2007, there took place a local summer festivity, 
“Aozora Festival” at the Aozora Welfare Center of the city of 
Kodaira. The Koganei Works, as the neighboring company of 
the facility, have supported the event and help reactivate the 
community.

●Oga Kaiyo High School and Aikawa 
    High School Visited the Factory
In November 2007, Goyo Electronics Co., Ltd. invited 
students from the two high schools of its vicinities for a study 
tour of the working place. This is arranged by Zaidan-hojin 
Furusato Teiju Kiko for the purpose to enlighten the students 
on job responsibilities, and the company accepted it as a part 
of its social contribution and public communication. The 
program of the day took about 70 minutes, consisting of a 
briefing of the company’s profile, study tour of the factory and 
the subsequent Q and A session.

●Clean-up Contribution for the Community 
    Environment
In May 2007, about 150 employees from the head office and 
Tsurunumadai Works of Goyo Electronics Co., Ltd. went out 
cleaning up the surrounding area. This clean-up activity for 
about 30 minutes collected four 40 litter bags full of Cans and 
Bottles. In future, they intend to further contribute to the 
community, considering the width of cleaning area and the 
frequency of the activity, or collaborating with the coordina-
tors of the local community.

●Communication on Environmental Activities
This company receives information from its branches all over the country with regard to the various environmental activi-
ties, and shares the information by listing on the intra-net site. 
They update the knowledge on the environment, use it for the wide range of their activities, and make continuous efforts 
of daily activities, by openly sharing the skilful, inventive ideas and information, such as “No My-car Day”, “How to Sort the 
Trash”, “Recycle Notice Board”, “Invitation to Eco-activity”, “Ideas to Reduce Disposal”, etc.

●Tenno Greenland Matsuri, Provision of 
    Parking Place
“Tenno Greenland” is the Michino-Eki, or Road-side Station, 
at just 5 minutes’ walking distance from the head office or 
Tsurunumadai Works of Goyo Electronics Co., Ltd. It is quite 
popular, furnished with the hot spring, restaurants and a wide 
playground, fitting to blossom watching or camping.
For two days in August 2007, an annual festivity, Tenno 
Greenland Matsuri took place on a grand scale successfully. 
The company has contributed to the festivity its employees’ 
parking place, as a part of its cooperation with the commu-
nity.

●Volunteer Activity Cleaning-up the City of Sendai
The volunteers form Tohoku Electronics Engineering Inc. living in the city of Sendai, among around 500 participants from 
41 Hitachi group companies in the Tohoku region, joined the Activity arranged by “Hitachi Aoba Kai” of Tohoku Branch of 
the Hitachi, Ltd. and sorted out the trash or collected the PET bottles.

●Volunteer Activities Restoring Woodlots 
   in Yatsuo-machi
The two companies jointly promoted the volunteer activities 
for years, in restoring satoyama (a natural woodlot that exists 
with a moderate human intervention) in Yatsuo-machi of city 
of Toyama. 
As a part of an occasion related to the municipal forestry 
project (10 years from 2007) of city of Toyama, Mr. Hirota from 
Toyama Agriculture and Forestry Administration Office has 
stated that he is grateful for our long lasting activities. The 
companies intend to further promote these activities and 
contribute to the local community.

●Middle School Internship Program
In December 2007, the Works have accepted 2 students from 
Chuo Junior High School of the city of Higashi Kurume for 2 
days, as the work place experience trainees. 
They have chosen the Works’ factory as the training work 
place, because they were “interested in Monozukuri (creative 
manufacturing).” After the Works’ Production Control Center 
explained Monozukuri, therefore, the work place experience 
session took place at our Procurement Division, upstream 
division of Monozukuri. They learned procedures there, 
processed some administrative works such as PC data input, 
and experienced an actual operation in the warehouse. 
Their comments after the 2 days session were, “It has been a 
fun studying under your friendly and thoughtful instructions.”
The Works desire to continue this program for communication 
with the community, or as a part of the CSR activities.
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In various areas, we actively participate in events and 
festivities as members of the community

Koganei Work’s Social Contribution

Joint Activity by Kokusai Electric Techno Service Co., Ltd. and 
Kokusai Electric Semiconductor Service Inc.

Tohoku Electronics Engineering Inc.

Goyo Electronics Co., Ltd.

“Goyo Electronics Co., Ltd.” and 
“Temporary Parking Place”

Hitachi Kokusai Electric Services Inc.
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